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choriomeningitis virus infection*
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Two plaque-type mutants, a wild strain MB1, and a slow-growing non-plaque-forming
variant ofLCM virus were compared in L cell cultures. The cultures were monitored at
biweekly intervals following infection for plaque-forming virus titre and cytoplasmic and
membrane specific immunofluorescence of the cells. Different patterns were obtained in
each case and the relevance of these results to LCM persistence is discussed. While the
LM variant continually produced virus for 35 transfers, with a cycling titre, the SC variant
stopped producing detectable virus after 30 transfers. Thereafter this culture remained
fluorescent and resembled the one infected with the slow-growing variant. The degree of
specific immunofluorescence of both continued to cycle. The MB1 strain stopped producing
virus after the 18th transfer.

Previous results (8) have suggested that the two
plaque-type variants of lymphocytic choriomeningi-
tis (LCM) virus that occur in wild populations, at
least in our WE and Traub strains, cause two very
different syndromes in mice. The clear-plaque (SC)
variant causes early convulsive deaths and is fatal to
newborn mice, whereas the turbid plaque (LM)
variant causes a more slowly lethal runting disease
and induces persistent tolerant infection in neonates.
In a study of cultures of L cells infected with the LM
variant, even when 95% of the cells were immuno-
fluorescence-positive for LCM antigen, the infected
cells gave normal virus-free clones when cultured in
isolation (4, 5). The same results were obtained in
this laboratory using the SC variant, although this
plaque type is more cytopathic for L cells in vitro. It
thus became clear that the ability to cause transient
infection is not confined to the turbid type LCM
substrain but is common to both types.

In the present study these two variants, derived
from an MB1 parent strain, were compared in vitro
with each other and with a strain carried in an L cell
line chronically infected with LCM. In this persist-
ently infected line (PF) 40-80% of the cells were
immunofluorescence-positive for LCM antigen, but
no virus was detectable by plaque assay.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue cultures
As inocula, 106 L cells in 8 ml of medium (Eagle's

tissue culture medium with a double concentration
of amino acids and vitamins, 10% of fetal bovine
serum, and penicillin, streptomycin, and mycosta-
tin (7)) were seeded in 60-mm plastic petri dishes
with cover slips. After 2 h, when the cells had
attached to the plastic, the medium was removed
and the cells were infected with 0.1 ml of virus and
incubated for 1 h at 37°C. The sheets were then
washed with cold medium. After removal from the
petri dish, the cover slips were air-dried and acetone-
fixed. For membrane staining, cells were harvested
with 0.3 ml of trypsin-EDTA per dish (EDTA, 2 g/l;
trypsin, 5 g/l in divalent cation-free bicarbonate
buffered balanced salt solution). Residual cells were
used for the next passage.

Immunofluorescence
For membrane fluorescence, about 5 x 106 cells/mI

were sedimented at 220 g, resuspended in phosphate-
buffered saline at pH 7.6, resedimented, resuspended
twice, and finally resuspended in 0.1 ml of human
anti-LCM serum. After incubation for 30 min at
room temperature, the cells were washed 3 times as
before and then resuspended for 30 min in 0.1 ml of
fluorescein-conjugated caprine anti-human gamma
globulin, rewashed 3 times, and finally resuspended
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and mounted in approximately 0.05 ml of buffered
glycerol (9 parts of glycerol to 1 part of phosphate-
buffered saline, pH 7.6). Cover slips were stained as
described previously (1).

Virus and mouse strains
The parent LCM virus was the UBC strain of the

WE strain, MB1 (mouse brain passed once). The
plaque-type variants were derived after 6 mouse
brain passages plus 11 liver passages (MB6L,1). The
PF variant was derived from a strain of L cells
persistently infected with LCM, kindly supplied by
Dr C. Pfau (5). This strain, in the procedures used,
behaved identically to the low pathogenicity LCM
variant previously reported (9).
The mice used were albino Swiss mice, Nylar Nya

strain, raised at the laboratory.

Virus titrations
Fluid from each passage was assayed for plaque-

forming units (PFU) by a BHK 21-13S suspended
cell agarose method described previously (1). The
plates were stained with neutral red on day 4 for the
SC variant and MB1 parent strain, and on day 7 for
the LM variant.

RESULTS

Cells infected with both the LM and SC LCM
variants and the PF-infected cell line showed cyclical
variations in the percentage of cells immunofluores-
cence-positive for LCM antigen (Fig. 1). The SC
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variant gave a lower count of bright 4+ cells than
the LM, and the immunofluorescence was shorter
lived; peak virus titre was almost 2 log10 units lower.
The PF cells showed no virus, and the periodicity of
the immunofluorescence was shorter, about 3 days as
against about 7 days for the SC and 6 days for the
LM variant. In these experiments the three cell lines
were cultured concurrently in 8-cm petri dishes with
cover slips and transferred every 2 or 3 days by
gentle trypsinizing and inoculation of 106 cells into
5 ml of medium. This regimen maintained the cells
in logarithmic growth. Cover slips containing the
cells were harvested at 08 h 00, 12 h 00, 16 h 00 and
24 h 00 daily during the first cycle and less frequently
thereafter. Essentially similar mechanisms appeared
to be operating in all three cultures, although no virus
could be shown in the PF cell line. Since LCM
release involves cell membrane maturation (Fig. 2),
which is accompanied by ring fluorescence when
living cells are stained by the immunofluorescent
technique using neutralizing antibody for LCM
virus, this method was used to detect mature virus
antigen in the cell membrane. The previous experi-
ment was repeated over a longer period, and cultures.
were transferred at 3- or 4-day intervals and stained
for both intracellular virus antigen after acetone
fixation and membrane fluorescence in the living
state. An early passage level (MB1) of the parent
LCM virus was used in place of the PF cells.
The cyclical patterns of LCM immune fluores--

cence were similar to those found in previous experi-
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Fig. 1. Curves showing the development of specific fluorescence and virus in L cell cultures infected with LCM
virus variants. LM = turbid plaque type; SC = clear plaque type; PF is an L-cell line persistently infected with a
slow-growing variant not detectable by plaque assay. Virus titre was determined by plaque count on BHK cells.
Immunofluorescence was measured on acetone-fixed preparations. The PF strain was assayed only once per day.
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Fig. 2. The course of persistent LCM infection of L cells, transferred alternately every 3 or 4 days, using the LM and
SC variants and the parent LCM strain MB1. Both cytoplasmic (acetone-fixed) and membrane (live cells) fluo-
rescence was followed; virus titre was determined by plaque assay.

ments. The three cultures gave different results
(Fig. 2). The LM variant continued a relatively
constant pattern of virus titre for 33 transfers (T)
(approximately 100 days), with a diminution of
about 1.5 log10 units in the peak virus titre at the end
of this period. Cytoplasmic fluorescence dropped
progressively from a peak height of 75% of fluores-
cent cells to about 20% while membrane fluores-
cence showed peaks of only about 10% throughout.
The SC variant gave fairly constant peak virus titres
for three cycles but the fourth, at the 27th transfer,
was 2 logl0 units lower. By T 60 (after the termina-
tion of the experiment) this culture showed no virus.
Membrane fluorescence peaked at around 12% at
first, rose to 35% by the third cycle, then fell back to
10%, in spite of relatively consistent levels of
60-90% cell cytoplasmic fluorescence throughout
the 36-transfer period.
The MB1 parent strain resembled the SC variant

but showed an accelerated pattern of change. Virus
titre dropped progressively from 106 to 102.5 PFU/ml
during the first three cycles, after which no more

plaque-forming virus could be detected. Cytoplasmic
fluorescence, however, rose progressively from 20%
to 90% in four cycles during 35 transfers. Membrane
fluorescence was roughly proportional to cyto-
plasmic fluorescence during this period, rising from
about 1000 to 50%, but after the second cycle the
peak cytoplasmic and membrane fluorescence be-
came asynchronous, with membrane fluorescence
about two transfers behind the cytoplasmic peak.
The latter portion of the experiment shown in

Fig. 2 (MB1 strain) was repeated to determine
whether the virus was undergoing a progressive
change, i.e., whether the shape of the repeat curves

would duplicate the final part of the original, or

would revert to the beginning. Fluid harvested from
the culture on T 18 was used to inoculate a fresh
uninfected culture of L cells under the same condi-
tions as previously. The results are shown in Fig. 3
(MB1 strain repeat curve). It is evident that this
culture duplicates only the latter part of the original,
as the virus disappears after 10 transfers. This shows
that the virus in the original MB1 culture had
changed by T 18 to a type that disappeared in 10
days, leaving the culture still highly fluorescent.
The cycle length varied slightly between different

virus strains and during the experiment. The first
and last peak-to-peak virus-titre cycle period was:

SC, 24 and 30 days; LM, 22 and 42 days; MB1, 17
and 40 days. (The final MB1 cycle was timed by the
immunofluorescence peak, since the virus titre was

zero.) The virus and fluorescence peaks all more or

less coincided except for the SC variant, in which the
fluorescent peak tended to come after the peak virus
titre. A similar retardation of membrane fluores-
cence relative to virus and cytoplasmic fluorescence
occurred in the later cycles of the MB1 variant. Only
one example of many seen in experiments is recorded
in Fig. 2.

Attempts were made to induce the production of
plaque-forming virus in the fluorescent but appar-
ently virus-free culture (MB1). Actinomycin D at
0.05-0.5 mg/litre for 3-24 h has been shown (10) to
cause the production of infectious Junin virus in
persistently non-PFU-producing Vero cells. Similar
treatment of the L cells, using 0.05 mg/litre actino-
mycin D for 24 h was used in an attempt to induce
the formation of LCM plaques.

Virus-carrying cell monolayers were treated for
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REINFECTION OF L CELLS
WITH T-18 FROM LCM MBj
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Fig. 3. The result of infecting a fresh L-cell culture with
fluid harvested from the MBi strain on transfer 18,
immediately prior to the disappearance of virus from
that culture.

24 h with medium containing 0.05 mg/litre actino-
mycin D, after which the medium was removed and
106 normal cells were seeded on top of the mono-

layers. These were then overlaid with agarose

medium. Neutral red (5 ml of 1: 10 000 per dish)
was added after 1 week. No plaques were found.
Fluid from the treated cultures was also assayed for
PFU at 24 and 48 h. No plaques were found.
Three replicate LM cultures (106 cells/60-mm dish

at T 70, at which time the culture showed no virus or

fluorescence) were inoculated with 0.1 ml of MB1
virus, incubated at 37°C for 1 h, and washed 10
times with cold tissue culture medium, after which
the medium was replaced and the culture assayed for
PFU at 24 h. Duplicate cultures of normal L cells
were infected and assayed by the same procedures.

The LM cultures showed 104 PFU, the normal L cell
cultures 105 PFU.

It was concluded that the actinomycin D failed to
induce any plaque-forming virus in the late transfers
of the MB1 culture and that the LM culture at
passage 70 was susceptible to reinfection with LCM.

Results of cloning experiments

Attempts were made using late transfers (T 70) of
the MB1 virus-infective culture to determine whether
the fluorescent but PFU-free cells would " cure "

spontaneously and become virus-free if isolated from
reinfection by other cells. Cloning experiments were

set up with the same basic design as has previously
been reported (4). The L cells used showed 58%
bright fluorescence but no detectable virus by plaque
or mouse-endotoxin assay. The suspension of gently
trypsinized cells was counted (average of 4 counts)
and adjusted to 40 cells/ml. This was seeded into the
cups of 96-cup microtitre plates in volumes of 0.025
ml/cup to give an average of 0.5 cells per cup. The
plates were incubated in a carbon dioxide incubator.
When clones were visible enough to count, they were

tested for virus antigen by complement-fixation and
by immunofluorescence. Two microtitre plates were

used. The first showed 37 of the 96 cups to have
L cell clones two weeks after seeding. Of these, at
least 58 %, or 21, were originally highly fluorescent.
Tests on 30 of the 37 clones showed no complement-
fixing antigen, but 8 were LCM-positive by immuno-
fluorescence. This indicates that only 10 of 21
expected fluorescent clones among the 37 counted
were actually still producing virus. The remaining
11 clones appeared to be virus-free. All the virus-
free clones were challenged with LCM virus and
all were fully susceptible. Thus the experiment
suggests that spontaneous recovery occurs with this
type of persistent infection. The second microtitre
plate was tested 3 weeks after seeding. Of 96 cups, 46
had clones, of which 3 showed complement-fixing
antigen and 19 were positive by immunofluores-
cence. These results give a value of 41 % positive
clones, as compared to the original value of >58%.
Again, some cells have apparently undergone spon-
taneous recovery from their infection. When the two
experiments are combined it is found that of 76
clones tested 27 (350Y) showed fluorescence. The
remainder were apparently cured. During the single-
cell phase of these clones 23 out of 58 (40%) had
become cured. This figure is far less than the value of
at least 95Y for cured clones obtained in compar-
able experiments using the LM strain of virus (4).
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Comparable cure values (90-95 %) have been
obtained with the SC variant.
The slow-growing (SG) variant of LCM appar-

ently persists via the same mechanism of cyclical
transient infection as the plaquing strains, but the
slow variant has a much longer cycle, which appears
to enable it to survive through single celled isolation
and continue the persistent infection with a proba-
bility of about 60%. An alternative explanation of
the above results is that some of the cells retain some
of the virus genome indefinitely, while continuously
shedding cells that undergo spontaneous cure.

Repeated attempts to obtain plaques by " plat-
ing" the infected cells as plaque-forming units have
all failed.

DISCUSSION

The results confirm the earlier reports of cyclical
variations in LCM virus growth. They show that all
the four LCM viruses (LM, SC, parent strain and
PF) exhibit cyclical phenomena, regardless of other
properties such as plaque formation. In the cultures
where neither fluorescence nor virus was detected
(late passages of the MB1 strain) challenge virus
grew to essentially the same extent as in control
uninfected cells; there was no interference with
superinfecting virus replication. Presumably, this
shows that the culture lost all traces of LCM virus
and possessed no genetic memory of its previous
infection.
The displacement of the MB1 membrane fluores-

cence peak to the right of the virus and cytoplasmic
fluorescence peaks was surprising, since membrane
fluorescence was believed to reflect maturation of the
virus at the cell surface prior to release (2). This
retardation can be seen as a failure of the final
assembly or release of mature virions, with a conse-
quent accumulation of viral antigen in the cell
membrane. The high final peak of membrane fluo-
rescence in the absence of detectable virus in the
MB1 culture is consistent with this hypothesis.
Attempts to detect defective interfering particles in
these cultures all failed, but it seems likely that the
continued fluorescence of apparently virus-free cul-
tures is due to the slow propagation of a " rela-
tively " defective variant, producing a very low yield
of infective particles. In spite of the ability of the SG
variant slowly to infect new cultures and to replicate
for a few days in newborn mice, we have seen no
evidence of its ability to revert back to highly
infectious plaque-forming virus. We conclude that

this variant permanently lacks the full LCM genetic
complement, although it may well be capable of
recombination with more competent LCM strains.
Such a variant, if it has a slower growth cycle and
induces a prolonged cellular refractory state, would
tend to exclude other LCM substrains from the
culture. In this respect it would have a competitive
advantage over the faster-replicating LCM variants,
which, owing to the rapid thermal inactivation of
LCM, would rapidly drop in titre in tissue cul-
ture (6). This could explain the emergence of the SG
variant from the original strains described.
The above results show that the parent LCM used

for this work, of which the earliest passage used was
MB1, gave rise to both the LM and SC plaque-type
variants. In addition, from the MB1 line a slow-
growing variant with essentially the same properties
as the PF agent and the SG variant previously
described (9) was readily isolated. The LM and SC
variants seem to be more stable, but it should be
remembered that each can mutate to the other and
that in plaque assays many intermediate types are
readily found. Plaque turbidity of LCM virus seems
to be a continuously variable factor, and plaques
with enhanced contrast, even to the point of red
centers, can be found and isolated (Hotchin, J. &
Kinch, W., unpublished observations, 1973). The
SG variant was isolated from the SC plaque-type
virus and could not be isolated from LM virus.
The parent strain apparently consists of a mixture

of different virus substrains including (among
others) the SG, SC and LM variants. SC can give
rise to SG and to some LM; LM can give SC but
finally dies out in prolonged culture without produ-
cing SG. Alternatively, the LCM virus can be viewed
as readily capable of producing defective progeny.
The defectiveness of these can apparently vary wide-
ly, leading ultimately to a loss of some genetic
material. Greater defectiveness is paralleled with a
long refractory period, hence greater intrinsic inter-
fering capacity. In this light, the MB1 strain can
produce the following strains in order of increasing
defectiveness: MB1 LM SC - SG. A
more exact reflection of the situation is given by the
following relationship:

SC- j-SG

MB U

LM
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The results of the experiment with the duplicate
curves (Fig. 3) of virus titre and immunofluorescence
of the MB1 strain suggest that in this system by
T 18 the virus has made considerable progress to-
ward the SG state. Conceivably this involves a
significant rise in the ratio of SG to MB1 virions in
the culture fluid or, alternatively, a comparable
change in the ratio of specific genes in the average
virion. Since the SG particle is very difficult to detect
or count, resolution of these alternatives is not yet
possible.
The known (7) predilection of the LM variant for

liver and spleen and the SC variant for brain raises
the interesting possibility that these substrains con-
tain families of other substrains with more specific
organ tropisms. It is particularly remarkable that in

persistently infected mice the SC variant predomi-
nates in the brain at the same time that the LM
variant predominates in the viscera, as we have
found in all the many examples studied to date. This
degree of genetic variability is reminiscent of influ-
enza virus and the recent impressive finding (3) that
the antigen of the chronologically appropriate influ-
enza strain can be found (solely) in the physiologi-
cally appropriate part of the brain in old cases of
postencephalitic Parkinsonism. It seems likely that
we have not yet fully explored the degree to
which viruses can develop genetic variants with
exquisite degrees of tissue tropism, perhaps capable
of initiating slowly progressive, destructive changes
in a single specialized part of an organ or tissue
type.

RESUME

R6LE DES SOUS-SOUCHES DANS L'INFECTION PERSISTANTE

A VIRUS DE LA CHORIOMENINGITE LYMPHOCYTAIRE

On a suivi une infection persistante de cellules L par
le virus de la choriomeningite lymphocytaire (CML) au
cours de 70 passages, en utilisant une souche parente
(MB1) du virus CML, deux variants (LM et SC) qui en
derivent et different pas leur type de plages, et enfin un
variant (PF) a croissance lente provenant d'une source
differente. On a surveille l'immunofluorescence de la
membrane comme celle du cytoplasme, et le virus a ete
titre par la methode des plages. Toutes les cultures pre-
sentaient une elevation puis une baisse cycliques de
chaque parametre. La nature de l'infection s'est modifi6e
durant 1'experience, sauf dans le cas du variant a crois-
sance lente. La souche parente a aussi donne naissance

a un variant i croissance lente qui a continue a fournir
une fluorescence cellulaire mais pas de virus formant
des plages. La souche LM s'est etainte completement
laissant des cellules pleinement sensibles, et la souche SC
a donne finalement des titres tres faibles de virus. Pour
toutes les souches, l'infection a persiste grace a des
cycles repetes d'infection passagere plut6t qu'a une infec-
tion cytoplasmique ou nucleaire continue avec presence
de l'information genetique de la CML. I1 en a ete conclu
que, dans ces cas, la persistance ne s'expliquait que par
des cycles continus de replication de virus infectant de
faibles titres. Les consequences de ces resultats en ce qui
concerne la defectivite du virus CML sont discutees.
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DISCUSSION

LEHMANN-GRUBE: Our findings are identical with yours
except in one respect. We find that cultures die out
irrespective of the starting virus; this means that the virus
disappears completely, leaving the culture as though it
had never been touched by LCM virus. The time neces-
sary for the infection to die out varies, sometimes it takes
40 passages, sometimes 20 passages. The initial multi-
plicity of infection is unimportant. Sometimes we find a
stable state where we have immunofluorescence and no
infectious virus; sometimes we have complete disappear-
ance of both; and sometimes we have cycling going on for
months and even years. I think this is a chance pheno-
menon. Complementation or mutual help of virus par-
ticles defective in different ways may allow continued
infection; in the absence of such complementation, the
infection dies out.

BISHOP: My question concerns the cultures in which virus
production dies out. Have you tried using halogenated
pyrimidines to bring the virus into production again? I
ask this because Simpson has succeeded in obtaining
RS TS mutants that become completely undetectable in a
cell system from which he can still extract some infectious
DNA, and yet he can reactivate antigen expression and
virus production from these cells by using halogenated
pyrimidines. This might be worth trying in your system.

HOTCHIN: We have tried similar procedures in various
cultures, including the addition of different carcinogens;
and we also tried actinomycin D, because that compound
has caused reactivation of plaquing of Junin virus. But in

our cultures, none of the substances we tried caused
reactivation. We have not tried any halogenated pyri-
midines.

NATHANSON: Am I right in thinking nobody has looked
very thoroughly for DNA transcripts of the arenaviruses ?

HOTCHIN: Quite a few people have looked with negative
results, but perhaps they have not looked hard enough.

BRADISH: You have discussed a continuum of defective-
ness, selection from preexisting populations, and also
mutation and back mutation. Have you any actual
evidence-for example, from cloning at the tail ends of
the population-that the mechanism is one of mutation
or preselection?

HOTCHTN: We have some evidence from single plaque
picking. If we pick from between plaques, we get nothing,
which shows that we are not dealing with a background
of infected but non-plaquing cells. We have tried our best
to get pure, clear-type plaques, but invariably about 5%
of turbid plaques are produced. We have done similar
experiments with the turbid type and again we find
a scattering of clear plaques. With the slow-growing
type, we have not been able to get back a fully competent,
plaquable virus.

PFAU: Have you purified this replicating defective virus
and looked at its proteins or RNAs?

HOTCHIN: No, we have not.
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